
Like Bonnie Hays Animal Shelter on Facebook or follow @BonnieLHays on Twitter  
to stay up-to-date on happy reunions, events, pet news and more.
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Covey’s Corner
Welcome to the Fall/Winter edition of Animal Tales! The 
changing autumn leaves help me reflect on the many 
ways we change and adapt here at Animal Services in 
our efforts to serve both pets and people in Washington 
County. 

I’m never at a loss for words when it comes to talking 
about the efforts of our team at the Bonnie Hays Animal 
Shelter. They respond to a wide variety of questions 
and requests for assistance from our community and 
work to provide a safe shelter for the animals in our 
care. We have some of the highest return-to-owner 
rates in the country for both cats and dogs, and it’s 
been said that if you are a lost pet you want to live in 
Washington County! For the pets under our care who 
have permanently lost their “people,” we work with 
our partners in the Portland metropolitan area to find 
them new homes through our transfer program. We’ve 
worked hard to provide information on how to keep 
your pets safe or find them when they get lost, and 
you’ve responded in kind by microchipping your pets, 
licensing your dogs, and generally being responsible 
and caring pet owners. I appreciate the partnership 
we’ve developed with the community. It’s a joy to see 
community members and Animal Services employees 
working together to help pets and people live together 
peacefully in Washington County. 

As you read this issue of Animal Tales, you’ll see 
examples of our efforts to help both animals and people 
in a wide variety of ways. I am proud of the work our 
team does, whether it’s spending hours at the site of 
a drug bust herding goats and catching chickens for 
transport to a rescue farm, caring for a lost dog at the 
shelter until its happy reunion with its family in our 
lobby, or a long day and night spent rescuing animals 

from a home where they have been neglected and 
left to starve to death. I’m proud of our staff who are 
there to help people in situations they never thought 
they’d be in, such as the dog owner who reached out 
to us from the hospital after she was attacked by her 
own dog and was afraid to return home. I’m grateful 
for the trust our community has in us to respond in the 
most professional way possible to help find the best 
resolution for what are often dangerous or distressing 
situations. 

As you support us through your generous donations, 
kind words, and responsible pet ownership efforts, we 
will continue to reciprocate by being here when you 
or your pets need us. I hope you enjoy the stories and 
information in this issue, and please remember we are 
here for you and your animal companions!

Warm regards,  

Randy Covey, Animal Services Manager
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Shelter 
technician Joey 
with senior dog 

Genevieve as she 
departs the shelter. 
She’ll find a home 

through one of 
our transfer 

partners. 
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Keeping Furry 
Companions Cool
When temperatures hit record highs this June, we 
were proud to partner with Washington County 
Emergency Management to open and support the 
County’s first ever pet-friendly cooling center inside 
the new Wingspan Event & Conference Center at 
the Washington County Fairgrounds.

Animal Services provided supplies such as crates 
and litter boxes, created guidelines for pet owners 
and support volunteers to keep pets and people 
safe, and stationed two staff members at the site to 
provide animal-related expertise if needed.

This pet-friendly cooling center allowed folks who 
needed to leave their home when temperatures 
got too hot to do so knowing that they would 
not be leaving their animal companions behind. 
The cooling center hosted 22 dogs, 14 cats and 
one rabbit during the four days it was open. This 
cooperative effort led to four more pet-friendly 
cooling centers opening up during a second 
heat event later in the summer, and showed 
the importance of including pets in planning for 
emergency services for people. 

Animal issues are people issues, as we’ve learned 
and continue to demonstrate when assisting with 
emergency situations in the Portland metro region!

Don recognized 
that his cat Flower 
wasn’t doing well 
with the heat, so 
he brought her to 
the pet-friendly 
cooling center.

Go Go Stardust 
was able to join his 
owner at their office 

to stay cool during the 
workday, but the cooling 
center offered welcome 

relief from the heat 
during off hours. 

The Perfect Plan for Your Pet

continued on page 3

Buddy’s person  
knew it was getting too 

hot where they were 
staying, so she brought 

the adorable senior 
bunny with her to the 
center so they could 

both cool down. 

You provide so much 
love and care for your 
animal. Take steps now 
to ensure that if you 
were unable to care for 
them, either temporarily 
or permanently due 
to an emergency, 
hospitalization or other 
unexpected event, that 
there is a plan in place 
for your pet that matches 
the ideal situation you’d 
want for them.  

Do these things now to plan ahead for your pet: 
• Tell relatives, friends and neighbors you have a pet if they don’t already know.  

• Identify at least two people who can provide emergency care for your pet. They 
should have a key to your home, feeding and care instructions, and the name of 
your veterinarian.  

• Get to know your neighbors. At least one neighbor should know how many 
pets you have and who they can contact regarding them if something happens 
to you. A neighbor may be the first person to know you were taken away in an 
ambulance! You can also make a plan with a neighbor to evacuate or care for 
each other’s animals in a disaster if one of you can’t get home immediately.  

• Place emergency contact information, including your pet’s emergency 
caretaker’s name and phone number, in your wallet or purse. You should place 
this same information somewhere inside your home where first responders can 
find it. This is especially important if you live alone. 
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Isabelle and Mert’s 
Unexpected Adventure 

Did you know that not all animals that come into the shelter 
are “lost and found” at Bonnie Hays? Sometimes we are asked 
to assist agencies such as police and other first responders 
with emergency situations where pets are involved. When this 
happens, we do our best to work with families to reunite them 
with their pets as soon as possible, all the while ensuring the 
animals are well cared for during their temporary stay with us.  

Isabelle and Mert are an example of a sad situation where we 
were able to help facilitate a happy outcome for the animals 
involved. Isabelle, an adorable French Bulldog, and Mert, a fluffy, 
cute cat, came into our care when their owner died unexpectedly. 
The owner’s extended family lives outside of Oregon and were 
not able to immediately care for these two pets. Animal Services 
to the rescue! Isabelle and Mert were temporarily housed at the 
shelter where we provided care for them while the family made 
the necessary arrangements to get Isabelle and Mert back with 
people who loved and knew them. 

During their stay at the shelter, both Isabelle and Mert got lots of 
love and attention from everyone who took care of them. Isabelle 
was walked several times a day and received lots of yummy 
(veterinarian approved) treats. We also provided her with various 
forms of enrichment to keep her mentally stimulated. She was 
given a different scent or spice like sage, cinnamon, vanilla or 
coconut to investigate every day and she even got to play a little 
game that involved seeking out treats hidden inside an empty 
tea box. Since Mert was a sweet and shy cat, his enrichment was 
different. He still got the fun scents and spices to investigate but 
was also provided with a special comfy bed to hide in that helped 
him feel safe, as well as a scratch post and toys.  

Although we enjoy providing exceptional care to animals that 
stay at Bonnie Hays, we love it even more when they get to 
go home to people who know and love them. For these two 
wonderful pets, a family friend Isabelle and Mert were familiar 
with flew across the country from Florida and took them home 
with them. It was a joyous reunion, and everyone involved was so 
happy to see them go to such a loving home! 

By Megan Luckenbach, Shelter Technician

Perfectly Planned
• Use ICE-Pets as a contact in 

your phone (ICE = “In Case of 
Emergency”). 

• Keep vaccines up to date. In an 
emergency, your pet may need to 
go to a home with other animals or 
temporarily stay at an animal shelter. 
Plan now to help protect your pet 
from disease. 

• Include your pet in your estate 
planning and update your legal 
documents as animals come and go 
from your life. Contact Bonnie Hays 
Animal Shelter to discuss adding 
language to your will that will allow 
us to help your pets should they 
outlive you.    

Other things to consider: 
• While you’re making plans for your 

pet, encourage your friends to do 
the same for their animals. Planning 
together can make it easier to ask 
for support in caring for your pet if 
you ever need it! 

• If you have a group of friends with 
pets, consider pooling information 
about your animals on a document 
you all have access to.  

• Most veterinarians will add a note 
to your pet’s records indicating 
that specific people outside of your 
household can seek care for your 
animal. If your veterinarian provides 
magnets with contact information, 
keep one on your refrigerator so 
others will know who your vet is. 

• If you are facing financial hardships, 
community resources are available 
to help people and pets stay 
together. Or, if you ultimately cannot 
keep your pet, there are rehoming 
resources. Contact us for more 
information. 

Thank you for planning ahead for the 
pets who have provided you with so 
much joy and companionship!  

from 
page 4

Isabelle 
leaving Bonnie 
Hays to head to 
Florida with her 

new family.
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Russell 
was reunited 

with his person 
in August 

2021!

Aries, 
a cat, had been 

missing for a year 
when he was reunited 

with his person in 
September 2021 

thanks to his 
microchip!

Pets and Their People, Reunited!
Return-to-owner efforts, also known as “RTO,” are a big part of our work. When 
a stray animal arrives at the shelter, our goal is to reunite that pet with their 
family as fast as possible. Here’s a glimpse of just some of the happy reunions 
that took place at Bonnie Hays Animal Shelter in 2021!

Even birds 
need our help 

sometimes! Nimbu, 
a parakeet, was 

reunited with 
its person in 
July 2021.

Pnut 
was reunited with 

his family the 
same day he went 

missing in 
August 2021!

It’s not everyday 
that we see a tortoise 
at the shelter, but we 

were happy to help this 
one when he found his 
way to us! Clyde was 

reunited with his person 
in May 2021.

Rain, a cat,  
was reunited with 
her family in June 
2021 after being 

missing for nearly 
nine months!

Bentley and 
Bugatti were 
reunited with 

their person in 
May 2021!
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Check 
That Chip!
Many of the heartwarming 
reunions at our shelter happen 
because the pet is microchipped. 
When detected by our scanner 
at intake, a microchip provides a 
series of numbers our staff use to 
look up who the pet belongs to. 

In order for a microchip to help 
your pet make it back home, 
it must be registered, and the 
contact information connected to 
it needs to be up to date.

It takes a few steps to register a 
microchip or verify the contact 
information associated with it, but 
the time spent will be well worth it 
if your pet ever gets lost.

Step 1: Get your pet’s  
microchip number. 
This number may be in your 
vet records or your adoption 
paperwork. If you can’t find the 
number, your veterinarian’s office 
can scan your furry friend for the 
chip and give you the number. 
You can also stop by Animal 
Services with your pet and we’ll 
scan it for you!

Step 2: Go to 
PetMicrochipLookup.org and 
enter the number. This database 
from the American Animal 
Hospital Association will tell you 
which company manufactured the 
chip.

Step 3: Next, call that number 
or go to the company’s website 
to verify or update your 
information. There may be a 
small fee to register the chip. 

Step 4: Finally, you can create 
a secondary registration at 
FoundAnimals.org for FREE! We 
can also add your pet’s microchip 
information to our records at 
Animal Services.

Shifts in Animal Sheltering
There have been a lot of changes to animal sheltering and animal 
services nationally over the past few years. While there is still a place 
for happy adoption stories, shelters across the country are increasingly 
considering how they can best serve their communities beyond just 
placing animals in new homes. There is a push in many cities for greater 
efforts to reunite people with their lost pets, limit the amount of time a cat 
or dog spends in what can be a stressful shelter environment, and focus 
on what each individual community needs from animal services in order 
to live safely with animals.

In recent years, operations at the Bonnie Hays Animal Shelter have 
shifted away from doing adoptions. We are best able to serve the people 
and pets of our community by continuing to focus on efforts to return 
pets to their owners and by leaning into successful transfer partnerships 
when we are unable to reunite an animal with its owner. These partner 
organizations help us quickly place animals through their robust adoption 
programs, fast-tracking pets into loving homes. This allows us to know 
pets are finding happy outcomes while we continue to provide kennel 
space for the next dog or cat from the community that needs our help.

Our job at Washington County Animal Services reaches so much further 
than finding new homes for animals—although we do ensure that 
happens through our partnerships. We keep our community’s stray dogs 
safe until they can be reunited with their owners. With over 79% of the 
dogs we see at our shelter being reunited with their owners, we get to be 
part of happy stories nearly every day! We serve the cat community of 
Washington County, too. In 2020, we reunited over 12% of cats that came 
into our shelter with owners or caregivers. This number looks low when 
compared to dogs, but it is significantly higher than the national average 
of 5.1%* in 2020. 

Our team answered over 17,000 phone calls from community members 
last year. Many of those calls were filtered to our Animal Services officers 
who responded with education and instruction for both the caller and 
the pet owners involved. Our Animal Services officers handled 5,723 
situations in 2020, including dog bites and aggressive dogs at large 
where public safety was a concern. 

Through all of this, our shelter technicians stay busy caring for the 
animals that come in as strays and keeping kennel space clean and 
ready. We are here for animals in need, hopefully for just a short period 
of time, to get them back to their families. We say “short” because in 
addition to wanting to get animals back to owners, we also recognize that 
holding animals in any shelter long term is not the best thing for them. 
The ideal place for an animal is in a home, getting care from a dedicated 
owner or caregiver. We enjoy having animals in our shelter, but we get 
more joy from seeing the animals return home to the people who love 
them! 

*According to Shelter Animals Count. Depending on data sets, the 
percentage of cats reunited with their owners can range from  
2-6% nationwide. 



Animal Patron 
$10,000+
Estate of  
Jennie Lee Harke 

Animal Friend 
$500-$9,999
Mark and Cathy Alder
Jerre Ann and Dick Bader
Dr. Christ and  
Barbara Bouneff
Rory Boyeas
Al and Ann Caravone
Jeanne Carlson
Nicholas Emptage
The Eugene and Mary E. 
Dooner Foundation, Inc
Estate of Felicia P. Wirtz
George R. Hull Living Trust
Corinna and James Hess
Sunny and  
Richard Hunteman
Intel Corporation
Intel Involved  
Volunteer Grant
Asha Keddy and  
Allen Sampson
Michael and Jessie Moran
Judith Prentice
The Sekey Fund through 
Fidelity Charitable
Katherine and Lee Smith
Lynda and William Strand
Louis Vandenberg

Animal Advocate 
$50-$499
5th Grade Class at  
Sexton Mountain 
Elementary School
Janelle Adams
Margit Albrecht
Leslie and Charles Alger
Ruth Amesbury
Margaret Anderton
Wayne and Sonja Apple
Beth Archibald
Barry and Linda Armentrout
Gail Babcock
Carla Barone
Bruce and Sally Bass
Ron and Mary Beamer
Martrese Beck
Jef and Andrea Bell
Linda Bickel

Alice Bishop
Clarice and Dean Blachly
Ladonna Bleke
David Bliesner
Nancy and Al Bocanegra
Theresa and Vern Boomer
Stella and Pat Bridges
Eileen Brindisi
Jodi and Ray Bristow
Patsy Britton
Tracy Brophy
Marilyn Buckhalter
Joshua Buffon
Harry Burns
Karyl Burt
Mia Bush
Evan Byers
Cambia Health Foundation
William Cameron
Larry Carlson
Sherry Carlson
Rusty and Carol Carter
James Cessna
Victoria Chedygov
Pei Wen Chiang
City of North Plains
Nicole Clevinger
Mary Ann Coe
Laura Colburn
Gordon Cone
Marie Conte
Thomas and Debbie Cook
Sheila Corcoran
Leigh Crabtree
Susan Crippen
Idella Davis
The Deer Fund through 
Fidelity Charitable
Shirley Dees
Beth Dell
Judy and Mike Devlin
Tonia Devon
Jan and Barb Dillon
Christina Dodge
Virginia Dunn
Linda Ebert
Mark Edwards
Emily Elliott
Cydni Ely
Joyce and Fred Epley
Patricia and Richard 
Espenscheid
Pam and Dick Eyde
Steven Finnegan

Alecia and Rachel Fischer
Charles and Dawn Flor
Wayne and Elaine Flynn
Patrick Foley
Linda Foley and  
Renate Brantley
Bruce and Bette-Jo Foster
Linda Friday
Adele Gamble
Susan Garland
Whitney Gayer
Dean Gehnert
Genentech Givingstation
Maria and Ken Gladden
Sally Glazier
Barbara Glidewell
Heidi Goetz
Patricia and Donald Goff
Patricia and  
Kenneth Gollubier
Linda Graser
Susan Gray
Karen Greene
Diana Groener
William and Judith Gutzka
Hope Hadley
William and Martha Hall
Tonya Halog and Gary Irwin
Lynn Hamers
Terry and Dale Hammons
Brian Hanna
Pam and Ted Hansen
Jan Harer
Julie Hatch and  
David Standley
Gillian Hays
Julia Heinzmann
M.J. Helgerson and  
Lee Alan
Nita and Scott Herres
Ann and Eric Holstrom
Thomas and  
Deborah Horgan
Kathy and Tom Houston
Anita Huggins
Bob Husar
IBM Employee  
Services Center
Jean Inda
Alina and Lucian Ionescu
Tomoko Iwasaki
Edwin and Ann Jacks
Dea Jarvie
Madhu Jayaprakash
Donna Johnson

Kevin Johnson
Lisa Johnson
Kathleen and  
Dean Johnston
Lorraine and Bill Jones
Barb Jones and Ron Griggs
Maya Katri
Linda and Steven Keast
Dorothy Kehl
Jeff Kenney and Gee Xiong
Sandy Kienly
Tom and Linda Kreis
Kevin Krieg
Karla and Peter Kubler
Dawn Larson and  
James Pankow
Margie Lingle
Cheri and David Lister
Carolyn and  
Clifford Maddox
Mindy Martin
Robert McCalop
Lynn and Delma McCleary
Johanna Mead
Edward and Margie Meath
Janice Meehan
Andrea Meeuwsen
Rebecca and Troy Mesa
Lydia Mitchell
Melissa Mocklin-Dwiggins
Elizabeth and Carl Moore
Mark Morrissey and  
Roger Bonzer
Lisa Nelson
Terry and Karen Newsom
James and Jannifer Newton
Mylien Nguyen
Nike Giving Program
Carol Ocheltree
Dean Ono
Anna Oviatt-Samson
Mario Paramo
Michael Paric
Karen Phillis
Cheryl and Brian Pierson
Judy Pitzen
Kris Puttler-Miller
Edra Quivey
Robin Raffety
Dana Rasmussen
Julie Rau
Dallah and Tod Reese
Mary Reid
Sharon Richards

Donations: Friends of the Animals  
April 1, 2021 through September 30, 2021
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Ginette Rodriguez
Hector and Ilene Rodriguez
Jenny Rosenthal
Ed Rowland
Betty-Lu Sanders
Susan Schrage
Donna Schultz
Renee and Jeff Scott
Tracie and Stephen Serrato
Johnny Sharp and  
Annie Raich
Martha Shearer
Darlene Shelby
Alice Sheofsky
Holly Skelton
Beverly Smith
Kimberly Smith
Starbucks Coffee Forest 
Grove Pups on the Patio
Dick and Doreen Stenson
Lorna Stickel
Jim and Rebecca Stull
Melissa Suekuni
Jan and Dale Sykes
Lisa Tattersall
Peggy Taylor
N. Teeny
Pat Thomas
Todd Thompson
Dorothy Tierney
Susan and Ermine Todd
Janice and Gary Toole
Shane and Katie Trainor
Brittain Tripp
Mona and Nick Tubbs
Carol and Gary Tutt
Han Uth
John and Rikki Venemon
Steven Vollmer
Gordon and Susan Walker
Suzanne Walker
Andrea Wall
Kathleen Walsh
Cheryl Warner-Weybrew
Margaret and  
Gerald Warnock
Jill Warren
Robin Waterman
Laura Wilfert
Barbara Williams
Richard Winkel
Loren and Theresa Wise
Gigi and Bob Wood
Johnnie and Kathy Wright

Thank you!
We would like to extend a special thank you to everyone who 
donated toys, treats and other goodies to our shelter animals through 
our Amazon Wish List in 2021! You made it possible for our staff to 
provide individualized care and enrichment for pets staying with us.



Donations Made in Honor or Memory of Special People and Pets:
Many of our generous donors ask that their donations be made in honor or memory of a special person or pet. We list them all here 
together in recognition of the human-animal bond and our regard for our loved ones who are with us as well as those who have 
passed. We so appreciate these gifts and the many ways that people and pets touch our lives.
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Abby and Sibi 
Madhu Jayaprakash
Alucard  
Melissa and  
Robert Proctor
Amada  
Dianna Harrington
Angie  
Kathleen Davis
Apollo  
Terry and Karen Newsom
Austin and Tucker  
Trisha Spiering
Bailey  
Margaret and  
Richard Ledbetter
Bailey  
Kelly Strandberg
Bam Bam  
Araceli Sandoval
Baxter  
Jodi and Ray Bristow
Bengal Sisters  
Nina Poliakoff
Blake Boyles  
The City of North Plains
Blaze  
Mona and Nick Tubbs
Blazer  
Susan Garland
Blazer  
Anthony Newfield
Bob  
Julie Hatch and  
David Standley
Bodie  
John Roque
Bonnie Hays  
Lucy Paterson
Bonnie the Beagle  
Rachel Unruh
Boomer  
Sunny and  
Richard Hunteman
Brandon  
Mary Ann Coe
Brandy  
Caroline and Chris Barns
Brodie  
Joseph Kaufman
Bubba  
Cydni Ely
Buddy  
Laura Colburn
Buddy Pongo  
Kathy and John Cvetko
Bunni Blu  
Jeanne Carlson
Cali Roo  
Lisa Johnson
Cassidy  
Desiree Irby
Charlotte  
Ginny and Wayne Daniels
Cheyenne  
Rebecca Newkirk
Chocolate Chip  
Patricia and  
Kenneth Gollubier
Coffee 
Frida Endinjok
Costello  
Jerry and Pat De Zordo

Daisy  
Janice and Gary Toole
Daisy  
Judith Prentice
Daisy Mae  
Alicia and Travis Wright
Dakota “Cody”  
Maria Kearns
Danny  
Amy and Allen White
Donna Gray  
Terry and Dale Hammons
Cindy and Jeff Miller
Nita and Scott Herres
Susan Crippen
Erica Selby
Dr. Richard Stride  
Bruce and Bette-Jo Foster
Elizabeth and Carl Moore
Rusty and Carol Carter
Mark and Cathy Alder
Edward and Margie Meath
Ron and Mary Beamer
Judy and Mike Devlin
Gail Babcock
Linda Bickel
Julia Heinzmann
Connie Vollmer
Steven Vollmer
Windi Withycombe and  
Lindi McGee
Duke  
Carolyn and  
Clifford Maddox
Eddie  
Anglea Wojnarek
Emery  
Anna Baird
Finley  
Susan Gould and  
Shelley Wright
Fiona  
Rhonda Carpenter
Fiona  
Jenniffer Kringelhede
Frieda  
Diann Wingert
Gabriella  
Sue Anne Amedei
Gary Hays  
Tami Barkley
Gerti  
Jerre Ann and Dick Bader
Ginger  
Teresa Sullivan
Girl Scout Troop 
Shannon Bauck
Gizmo  
Donna Lyle and  
Travis Coffman
Graci Jo, Lulu and 
Peaches Kathleen and 
Dean Johnston
Hannah Bader  
Jerre Ann and Dick Bader
Hector  
Dean Ono
Henry  
Steven and Lisa Hills
Herbert Huson  
Carol and Robert Huson

Irene Ponton  
Lorna Stickel
Jack  
Gillian Hays
Jack  
Craig Holland
Jack the  
Wonder Dog  
Patricia and  
Richard Espenscheid
Jack, Bo and Buck  
Scott and Connie Debruyn
Jake  
Dana Rasmussen
Janell Rene Butler  
Joy Losey
Diane Sherk
Jasper Suekuni  
Melissa Suekuni
Jones  
Bob Husar
Jules  
Linda Cooper
Julie Mae  
Kathryn Lessard
Kana and Willow  
Patricia and Ron Cook
Kash  
Tim and Deana Lenihan
Kathy Shultz  
Thomas Shultz
Kinky Monroe  
Kate Evans
Kirby  
James and  
Jannifer Newton
Kitty and Pierre  
Hannah Krabbe
Kody and Brodyn  
Dorothy Kehl
Kolohe  
Micah Matsuzaki
Lady Jane Grey  
Edra Quivey
Landon St Aubin  
Susan and  
Robert St Aubin
Larry  
Carl and Janet Bean
Leggs Larue and Jack 
Steve Hughes
Lily  
Tracie and  
Stephen Serrato
Lucky  
Mary and Carl Del Balzo
Lucky  
Judith Probber
Lucky and Minnie  
Angela Boyd
Lucy  
Debbie and Scott Kuehn
Lucy  
Judith Prentice
Luke  
Carol and Gary Tutt
Luke Dierikx 
Christine Schell
Maggie  
Janet and Jack Whitehead
Maggie  
Jeanine and Paul Norden

Maggie Mae  
Elaine Imlah
Marilyn Vitale  
Alice Sigmund
Max, Buffy and Jody 
Stephanie Pedersen
Maximus  
Anthony Allen and  
Noid Nadia
Maya  
Diana Groener
Millie  
Jeanne Sabbe and  
Mike Wood
Milo  
Stephanie Owen
Mitzi  
Mary Reid
Mom, Dad and  
Kenny Rosenzweig 
Karen Phillis
Monroe  
Barb Jones and  
Ron Griggs
Mushu  
Iuliia Korneva
Myles  
Jaqueline Steffens
Nicholas Bocanegra 
Nancy and Al Bocanegra
Linda Graser
Odie  
Jodi and Ray Bristow
Oliver  
George Mikels
Oscar  
Linda Foley and  
Renate Brantley
Oscar  
Cheryl Warner-Weybrew
Pearl  
Robyn Burgess
Pearl  
Robin Raffety
Pebbles  
Virginia and  
Richard Vanderford
Pepper  
Ladonna Bleke
Princess Cat  
Jason and  
Stacey Mathews
Princess, Twitter  
and Mingus 
Lynn Hamers
Quinn  
Stephanie Jolley
Raleigh and Ronin  
Tracy Brophy
Robert Braze  
Lois Braze
Rocco  
Amie and Mark Fiedler
Rolly  
Jeff Omelchuck
Rosebud  
Robert Smith
Ruby  
Renee and Jeff Scott
Rudy  
Margit Albrecht
Rudy and Toula  
Jim and Janette Wilkinson

Rusty  
Barbra Loeffler
Rusty  
Andrea Wall
Sam  
Martha Ivie
Sami and Yoshi  
Johnnie and Kathy Wright
Sammy  
Richard Davala
Sammy  
Laura Wilfert
Sarnoff  
Randy and  
Jennifer Fortson
Scooter  
Karen Hix
Scout  
Teresa Montalvo
Slim Pickens  
Zack Braff
Snoodle  
Toni Precourt
Someone Special  
Mary Drake
Sonya  
Joyce and Fred Epley
Spinner  
Eric Wakeling
Squirrely  
Benjamin Sommers
The Staff at Bonnie Hays 
Tonia Devon
Stella  
Holly Michele Barats
Sugar Belle  
Lydia and  
Daniel Boultinghouse
Sundance  
Emily Elliott
The Meier, Johnson, and 
Meda Families  
Kevin Johnson
Tom Wallsteed  
Mike and Linda Terhorst
Tootsie Mack  
Lori and Dave Mack
Truvie  
Tamyria Callaham
Tucker  
Barbara and David Dunn
Vegas  
Georgia Baxter
Wendy Jones  
Mindy Martin
Willa  
Marilyn Buckhalter
Wrigley  
James Bell  
Jef and Andrea Bell
Zed and Zak  
Julie Rau
Zia  
Alexei Gorecki
Ziggy  
Brittany Hewitt
Zoe  
Kathy Dion
Zoey  
Linda and Steven Keast
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Help People and Pets in Need 
Lilly Vogel,  

a 5th grader from 
Sexton Mountain 

Elementary School, 
delivered funds raised 

by her class to help 
the shelter!

Please join us in helping people and pets in Washington County. 

GIVE. Monetary donations make a huge difference in the lives 
of the animals. You can donate online, in person or using the 
envelope provided with this newsletter. 
• Gifts are tax-deductible for those who itemize their taxes.
• Host a fundraiser. We’ve had Girl Scout troops, student groups 

and companies fundraise for the animals! 
• Send items from our Amazon Wish List.  
• Remember the animals in your estate planning. When you 

make the Bonnie Hays Animal Shelter a beneficiary of your 
estate, your generosity lives on!   

ADVOCATE as a Volunteer Ambassador. These volunteers 
address myths about our county’s animal shelter and advocate 
for its important role in the community, help neighbors get lost 
pets back home, and support people and pets living together 
peacefully in Washington County.

LEARN about what we do: 
• Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

for updates and sweet reunion photos!

• Sign up for our Animal Services Academy. 
This free training program aims to help 
community members understand the work 
we do and to empower people to share 
animal-related resources and information with 
their networks. Check our website for more 
information.   

By Karrie Johnson, Program Communication & Education Specialist


